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In 2013 Juliette Blightman shifted her artistic practice, which had focused up to that point mainly 
on sculpture and room installations, to include drawing and painting. Made from photographs of 
friends, their surroundings, and the environments Blightman found herself in, both as an artist and 
mother, she painted during the free hours between dropping off and collecting her daughter to 
and from school, and continuing into the night once her daughter slept.  
 
One of the first series to emerge from this shift in practice was a group of drawings made of the 
interiors of toilets and bathrooms. These belonged to and were titled after the private spaces of 
friends and peers, as well as the public restrooms of planes, trains or art galleries. Taken from 
phone snapshots, Blightman’s works on paper actively reversed the interior notion of architecture 
and their inherent private regions intended to be ‘left unseen’. 
 
The monumental paintings shown at Art Cologne grew out of an idea similar to earlier toilet 
portraits. Yet, the artist is not interested in naming their subjects, seeing them instead as still lives, 
as their titles suggest. Blightman paints fast, aiming to capture the timely moment of original 
photography as well as the consecutive physicality of painting on this scale. Standing close to the 
large canvasses, the viewer experiences a fragmented perspective of an intimate subject matter. 
Despite their mass, the linen possesses a translucency as the stretchers propped up against full 
crates of bottled beer, let light illuminate the canvas from behind. The painterly style is as soft as 
the depicted penises. 
 
A relevant aside to these paintings is Blightman’s introduction to Dorothy Iannone’s experiences 
of censorship during an exhibition at Kunsthalle Bern in 1969, in which the genitals in her 
drawings were taped over by museum staff. In 2016 and forty-five years later, Blightman showed 
her penis portraits in the same institution. With the support of its first female director Valerie 
Knoll, her works this time went uncensored. 
 
With these paintings, Juliette Blightman is interested in the idea of the moment, a moment of 
coming inside, creating and changing life. Although we do not have to be reminded that women’s 
bodies have been depicted freely by men over the centuries in all manner of ways and contexts, 
Blightman’s still lives are not combative statements. They stand for her very own position as a 
woman, mother, and female artist and as ‘an elsewhere that invalidates here - another penis, as it 
comes and goes.’ 
 
 
 


